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Abstract: Automatic extraction of power lines using airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
data has been one of the most important topics for electric power management. However, this is
very challenging over complex urban areas, where power lines are in close proximity to buildings
and trees. In this paper, we presented a new, semi-automated and versatile framework that consists
of four steps: (i) power line candidate point filtering, (ii) local neighborhood selection, (iii) spatial
structural feature extraction, and (iv) SVM classification. We introduced the power line corridor
direction for candidate point filtering and multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood for spatial
structural features extraction. In a detailed evaluation involving seven scales and four types for
local neighborhood selection, 26 structural features, and two datasets, we demonstrated that the use
of multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood for individual 3D points significantly improved the
power line classification. The experiments indicated that precision, recall and quality rate of power
line classification is more than 98%, 98% and 97%, respectively. Additionally, we showed that our
approach can reduce the whole processing time while achieving high accuracy.

Keywords: airborne LiDAR data; power line classification; urban power line; neighborhood selection;
spatial structural feature

1. Introduction

Inspection of power lines to detect and eliminate hidden risks is an important task for urban and
rural power supply management and scientific planning [1,2]. However, power lines stretch across
long geographical distances, making it labor-intensive and costly to conduct traditional field-based
inspection. In contrast, airborne LiDAR (light detection and ranging) can directly collect high-precision
3D point cloud data of the power line corridor, saving a lot of field survey time and labor [3,4].
Nevertheless, airborne LiDAR data volume is large and power lines are usually close to vegetation and
buildings over urban areas. These make it difficult to extract urban power line points accurately and
quickly from LiDAR point cloud. Therefore, the development of highly efficient, rapid and automated
methods for extracting urban power lines from airborne LiDAR point cloud data is a critical issue.

The conventional methods for power line extraction include: (i) statistical analysis of point clouds
based on height, density or number of pulses, etc. [5–7]; (ii) Hough transform and clustering based
on 2D image processing [5,8–11]; (iii) supervised classification based on geometrical and distribution
features of laser points [2,12–14].
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To filter power line points from raw LiDAR data, Zhu and Hyyppa [5,15] conducted statistical
analysis based on criteria involving metrics such as height and density and 2D image-based processing
that considers geometric properties. These methods were designed for forest areas and the average
accuracy was 93.26%. However, in complex urban scenes where trees and buildings are close to power
lines (mainly distribution lines), the classification accuracy could decrease. Clode and Rottensteiner [16]
introduced a tree and power line classification method based on the theory of Dempster-Shafer for
data fusion, for which the accuracy of classification was only 64%. Guan et al. [6] extracted power lines
from mobile vehicle-based LiDAR data using filters based on height, spatial density and a combination
of size and shape, while Cheng et al. [7] extracted urban power lines using a voxel-based hierarchical
method and a bottom-up filtering method. The accuracy of power line classification in [6,7] was
92–93.9%. However, such high accuracies can be partially attributed to the high point density of mobile
LiDAR data. It is expected that lower accuracies will be obtained if airborne LiDAR data of lower
point density are used.

Power lines can be detected from the horizontal XOY plane using image processing techniques;
in such cases, Hough transform and Radon transform have often been used [8,9,11]. Sohn et al. [10]
used the voting scheme to extract linear candidate points and then converted into line segments by 3D
line fitting based on RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [17], the overall accuracy of power line
classification was 91.3%. Melzer and Briese [18] used Hough transform to detect 2D segmented power
line primitives; the reconstruction of power lines was accomplished by using the random sampling
consistency algorithm to select the power line primitives for estimating the vertical parameters.

For supervised classification of power lines, Kim and Sohn [12] and Guo et al. [13] extracted
21 features to characterize the horizontal and vertical properties of power line objects and used
knowledge-based classification methods to separate power lines from their background in two steps
by fitting in the XOZ or YOZ plane. These methods needed to use contextual pylon information
and the accuracy of point-based classification was 91.04% and 89%, respectively. References [19–21]
extracted power lines and towers according to the semantic relationship based on the position of
towers. The methods were unsuitable for power line classification in complex urban scenes where
small electric poles instead of tall towers are ubiquitous. Liang et al. [22] used the fact that the same
power line is closely linked to extract power lines from the point cloud, but the method requires
airborne LiDAR point cloud of very high density. Ritter and Benger [23] proposed to detect power
line candidate points by using the non-linear adjustment of the catenary line, but the method is
computationally complex and had large omission errors.

Machine learning is a powerful supervised statistical method that can be used to classify power
line points from 3D LiDAR data. The popular classifiers for laser point classification include Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [24,25], Random Forests [12,26], JointBoost [19] and so on. The feature extraction
for supervised classifiers is a crucial issue. Point-level features {X, Y, Z, echo number, intensity, . . .} are
commonly used to construct the feature vectors [14,19,25,27–29]. Furthermore, many studies [14,26,30,31]
extracted interpretable geometrical and distributional features from the local neighborhood of each
laser point, for which the determination of local neighborhood type and size is a critical issue. Previous
studies typically used vertical cylindrical or spherical neighborhoods [26,32,33] for classifying ground,
buildings and trees, but rarely for power lines. It is relatively unknown how such methods work for
power line extraction.

Overall, despite of many previous studies, the classification and extraction of power line points
from airborne LiDAR data over urban areas remain a challenge: the accuracy is usually not very high
due to the close proximity of power lines with buildings and vegetation; moreover, fast algorithms are
needed to process large volume of LiDAR data [34,35]. In this study, we proposed an accurate and
fast power line classification method that works over complex urban scenes. The method is based on
supervised classification and thus requires useful features that can effectively distinguish power lines.
Our method is novel in that (i) it derives features from local neighborhood that is designed specifically
for power line extraction, and (ii) it has superior performance in data processing time.
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2. Materials and Methods

We designed our novel methodology for power line point cloud classification based on geometric
multi-scale features and multi-scale neighborhood types. The main components of this methodology
consist of (i) power line candidate point filtering, (ii) local neighborhood selection, (iii) spatial
structural feature extraction and (iv) SVM classification, which are explained in Figure 1 and the
following subsections.
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Figure 1. The whole process framework of our methodology.

2.1. Dataset

Our study site is an urban area surrounding the campus of University of Hawaii at Manoa in
Honolulu, Hawaii. The airborne LiDAR data were acquired in summer 2013 using Optech ALTM
GEMINI laser system (scan rate: 37 Hz; laser pulse rate: 70,000 Hz; multi-pulse in air mode enabled
with up to five echoes) mounted on a twin-engine Piper PA-31 Navajo airplane (aboveground flight
height: ~800–1400 m). The datasets for our research consist of upper left area (which is referred to as
UL Dataset, 180 × 180 m2) and lower part area (which is referred to as LP Dataset, 800 × 100 m2) from
a large LiDAR scene that covers the study site (Figure 2). The power lines in these datasets are urban
distribution lines. The point density is ~3.4 points/m2. For both UL Dataset and LP Dataset, ground
truth is available in the form of a manual point-wise labelling of the power line class. An overview of
the number of labelled 3D points for power lines is given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Visualization of the experimental datasets. (a) the whole large urban LiDAR scene around
the campus of the University of Hawaii; (b) the UL (upper left area) Dataset from the blue rectangle
in (a); (c) the LP (lower part area) Dataset from the red rectangle in (a). The linear objects of red to
orange points are power lines.

Table 1. Number of labelled 3D points in the two datasets.

Class UL Dataset LP Dataset

Ground 48,070 136,891
Building 24,348 48,574

Vegetation 19,532 73,523
Power line 1519 6858

Others (billboard, etc.) 4475 2516
Total 97,944 268,362

2.2. Power Line Candidate Filtering

The power line candidate point filtering from raw LiDAR point cloud is the first step for power
line classification. This step was to reduce the volume of processed airborne-based LiDAR points
while retaining all possible power line points. We proposed a refined method of filtering power line
from the original LiDAR point cloud with two sub-steps: (i) ground points and non-ground points
separation (Section 2.2.1), (ii) power line corridor direction construction (Section 2.2.2), which was to
find the corridor lines and extract the power line candidate points based on the corridor direction.

2.2.1. Ground Points and Non-Ground Points Filtering

The ground point classification is a key step for generating DTM (Digital Terrain Model) from
airborne LiDAR point cloud. Researchers have developed a wide range of LiDAR data ground
filtering algorithms, including segmentation- and cluster-based filters, morphological filters, directional
scanning filters, contour-based filters, etc. [36–39]. In this paper, we first applied the Tiffs (Toolbox for
LiDAR Data Filtering and Forest Studies) software [34] and its edge-based morphological method [40]
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for conducting ground points classification and DTM generation and then selected all points that are
4 m above ground [5] as power line candidate points.

2.2.2. Power Line Corridor Direction Construction

The points above ground or terrain in LiDAR point cloud may contain non-powerline objects
such as building and trees, which need to be separated from power lines. Power lines have unique
geographical characteristics as follows: distributed regularly between two neighboring electric towers
or poles with sag and other physical properties [2,6,13,41]. This knowledge can be used to screen
power lines in large LiDAR data scene.

We proposed a power line corridor direction construction algorithm based on Hough transform [8,9]
and RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) rule [17]. The specific procedure is as follows.

Step 1: Extract lines from the filtered LiDAR points. The power line points have a linear
distribution on the O-XY plane. We used the Hough transform to obtain the linear objects from
the non-ground LiDAR points. First, the point cloud data were converted to 2D raster image of
O-XY plane, which contains the parameters such as raster cell size for segmentation, the resolution of
intercept and angle, etc. The conversion from point coordinate P(x, y) to polar coordinate parameter
space H(γ, θ) was computed by the equation:

γ = x cos θ + y sin θ (1)

or y = −cos θ

sin θ
x +

γ

sin θ
(2)

where γ
sin θ represents the intercept and − cos θ

sin θ represents the slope angle of the points in one line.
So, a pair of parameters H(γ, θ) can represent the line.

After that, we can extract the peak value to obtain the possible lines from the projected parameter
space H(γ, θ), which is also called Hough transform matrix. According to the resolution of γ and
θ, the accumulated peak number of same γ and θ may be from points in one line. We can extract
different lines lj (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) by the threshold parameters of line distance (15 m), line width (5 m),
and peak number (0.75×Hmax, where Hmax is the maximum value of the Hough transform matrix
H). These threshold parameters are related to the minimum linear distance and width of power lines.
We adjusted these parameters to make sure the extract lines will not miss potential power lines.

Step 2: Extract possible power lines. The lines extracted by Hough transform may be very
piecemeal, redundant and contain outliers. Each probable line lj has four parameters: the project

parameters γj and θj, the origin point Poj
(
xoj, yoj

)
and destination point Pdj

(
xdj, ydj

)
, which are(

γj, θj, Poj, Pdj

)
. We used the RANSAC algorithm to extract the line candidates. The power line

candidates are continual and not strictly linear. The points of power line are denser than other places.
The formula of line candidates is as follows:

max {Num(Pi)|disti = |xi cos θi + yi sin θi − γ| ≤ d} (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (3)

s.t.


min

(
xoj, xdj

)
≤ xi ≤ max

(
xoj, xdj

)
min

(
yoj, ydj

)
≤ yi ≤ max

(
yoj, ydj

)
{la , lb } → lc i f {|γa − γb| ≤ εγ, |θa − θb| ≤ εθ , dist(la, lb) ≤ εdist}

(4)

Step 3: Extract the power line candidate points. Create small buffers for these possible power
lines. The width of the buffers is about two times of the width of power line corridor. Denote the
points in the buffers as the power line candidate points.

The power line candidate filtering we proposed in this study differs from the methods in [5,7,13],
which mainly used laser point height, density or other parameters to separate the power line candidate
points from raw LiDAR point cloud. Here, we not only used point height or density but also
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incorporated information about the power line corridor direction. As shown in Figure 3, the power
line candidate filtering reduced the data volume and retained the possible power line points for
further processing.Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 771 6 of 16 
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are extracted by Hough transform and the red line is the power line corridor direction constructed 
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Figure 3. Visualization of power line candidate filtering process. (a) raw LiDAR point cloud;
(b) non-ground points; (c) the detected power line 2D corridor direction in XOY plane: the green
lines are extracted by Hough transform and the red line is the power line corridor direction constructed
by RANSAC algorithm; (d) power line candidate points filtered by power line corridor direction: the
red points are true power line points, the blue ones are the power line candidate filtering results.

2.3. Local Neighborhood Selection

2.3.1. Neighborhood Type Determination

We considered four commonly used neighborhood types: spherical, vertical cylindrical, k nearest,
and slant cylindrical neighborhoods, which are defined using different geometrical parameters
as follow:

• a spherical neighborhood is formed by all 3D points within a sphere around point P, which is
parameterized with a fixed radius,

• a vertical cylindrical neighborhood is formed by all 3D points within a vertical cylindrical whose
axis vertically passes through point P and whose radius is fixed,

• a k nearest neighborhood is formed by the k ∈ N nearest neighbors of considered point P, the k is
its parameter, and

• a slant cylindrical neighborhood is formed by all 3D points with a slant cylindrical whose radius
is fixed and whose axis passes through considered point P along with the direction of power
line corridor.
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The spherical, vertical cylindrical and k nearest neighborhoods were used in previous studies for
ground, tree, and building classification from airborne LiDAR points [14,26,31,32]. The slant cylindrical
neighborhood was proposed in this study for classifying power lines.

2.3.2. Neighborhood Scale Selection

We characterized the local 3D structure of point P using neighborhoods of both single-scale and
multi-scale. The single-scale neighborhood corresponds to each local neighborhood type defined with
a fixed parameter. The parameters for each single-scale neighborhood, as explained in the previous
section, include radius or nearest k number, optimal neighborhood for individual 3D points based
on eigenvalues [31]. However, it is difficult to choose a fixed parameter that can optimally work for
power line corridors of different complexities.

The multi-scale neighborhood was chosen to address the above problem by combining structure
information from multiple scales. This corresponds to the use of different radii for cylindrical
neighborhoods or different k values for k nearest neighborhood. The choice of different radii and k
was based on previous studies [14,26,31,32] and adjusted for our study. See Figure 4 for a comparison
of the four different neighborhood types.
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Figure 4. Visualization of the four different neighborhood types. The black dashed arrow line represents
power line corridor direction; the green sphere is the spherical neighborhood of p1 (radius is 5 m);
the blue cylinder is the vertical cylindrical neighborhood of p1 (radius is 3 m); blue ‘o’ points are k
nearest points of p2 (k = 15); the yellow sphere is k nearest neighborhood of p2 (contains the 15 ‘o’
points); the red cylinder is slant cylindrical neighborhood of p2 (radius is 3 m, height is 12 m, symmetry
axis is the corridor direction).

2.4. Spatial Structural Feature Extraction

The successful identification of power line points depends on the extractions of useful features
that can distinguish power lines from other objects. To characterize local neighborhood 3D points
based on their coordinates, geometric and distribution features have been proposed and used in many
studies [25,26,31,32,42]. The geometrical features focused on the fit parameters of geometric primitives
(e.g., planes, spheres or cylinders) and evaluated certain geometric measures, while distribution
features focused on describing the local context by sampling a distribution. As summarized as above,
such metrics have rarely been used in power line classification. For a point P and its local neighborhood
points set P , we followed [26,31,32] and used 3D features based on eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0 and
corresponding normalized eigenvalues e1, e2, e3 of the covariance tensor C = 1

k ∑i∈P (pi − p)(pi − p)T
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and p = medi∈P (pi) is its central point. We applied the method in [26] to extract 26 features set (see
Table 2 for a partial list).

Table 2. A partial list of geometric features and distributional features.

Feature Class Formal Definition Computing Method

Geometric features

Normalized eigenvalues ei =
λi

∑ λ i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Linearity Lλ = λ1−λ2
λ1

Planarity Pλ = λ2−λ3
λ1

Scattering Sλ = λ3
λ1

Distributional features

Omnivariance Oλ = 3
√
λ1λ2λ3

Sum ∑ λ = λ1 + λ2 + λ3

Changing of curvature Cλ = λ3
λ1+λ2+λ3

Radius of local neighborhood γp = dist(p0 − pmax)

Density of point set P DP = num(pi)/ 4
3 πr3

P

Delta of point set P in Z axis ∆Z = maxZ −minZ

2.5. SVM Classification

We used SVM [24] for classifying power line points. The extracted features based on the local
individual points’ neighborhood are the predictors for the SVM classifier. To calibrate and validate SVM,
we manually identified true power line points from our dataset and used five-fold cross-validation to
assess the classifier’s accuracy.

SVM is a popular mathematical tool, which is based on risk minimization principle, and it tries to
find a high dimensional feature space to solve some inseparable classification problems. The kernel
function is introduced into SVM so that the original input feature space can be transformed into a
higher dimensional space. We tried different kernel functions and found that the Gaussian radial basis
function (RBF) was effective in this study:

K(x, y) = exp
(
−γ‖x− y‖2

)
(5)

where γ represents the RBF kernel parameter and was tuned iteratively to adjust the better
classification results.

2.6. Experiments

The neighborhood used for extracting structural features plays a crucial role for the classification
of power line points. Therefore, following the procedure described in Sections 2.2–2.5, we did
a comparative analysis of power line classification using two different neighborhood scales (single-scale
and multi-scale) and four neighborhood types (spherical, vertical cylindrical, k nearest and slant
cylindrical neighborhoods).

Specifically, we did two kinds of comparative experiments: (i) neighborhood scale experiments
based on spherical neighborhood, involving six spherical single-scale neighborhoods denoted as N1m,
N3m, N5m, N7m, N9m and N11m, one spherical multi-scale neighborhood denoted as Nall resulting
from the combination of neighborhoods N1m, N3m, N5m, N7m, N9m and N11m. We chose spherical
neighborhood with 1 m, 3 m, or 5 m as its radii because it was commonly used in previous
studies [14,26,31,32]. In order to evaluate the effect of different scales and multi-scale, we added
7 m, 9 m and 11 m as the radii; (ii) neighborhood types experiment based on multi-scale neighborhood,
involving spherical, vertical cylindrical, k nearest and slant cylindrical neighborhoods, denoted
correspondingly as SPall , VCall , KN and SCall . The structural feature sets for each local neighborhood
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scale and type were computed by the method in Section 2.4 and concatenated to a feature vector as
inputs for the SVM classifier.

In order to compare the classification results obtained with the different approaches at point-level,
we consider a variety of measures for evaluation on the power line classification: (i) precision rate
(PREC ), (ii) recall rate (REC ), (iii) quality rate (QUA ) and (iv) processing time (T ). The T contains the
whole processing time from power line candidate filtering to SVM classification. The PREC, REC and
QUA are computed as follows:

PREC =
(TP)

(TP) + (FP)
(6)

REC =
(TP)

(TP) + (FN)
(7)

QUA =
(TP)

(TP) + (FP) + (FN)
(8)

where TP is the sum of true positives for power lines, FP is the sum of false positives for power lines,
FN is the sum of false negatives for power lines, PREC depicts the percentage of TP in the power
lines classification results, REC depicts the percentage of TP in the reference data, QUA depicts the
quality percentage as an overall measurement. The algorithm proposed was programmed in Matlab
(the Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The computer we used has 8 GB RAM and a dual-core
2.20 GHz processor.

3. Results

3.1. Single-Scale and Multi-Scale Neighborhoods

Table 3 summarizes the results of using spherical neighborhoods at six single scales and one
multi-scale for two datasets. It showed that N7m had the best performance among the six single scale
neighborhoods in UL dataset, while N9m had the best performance in LP dataset. The optimal scale
(7 m) of the UL dataset is smaller than the optimal scale (9 m) of the LP dataset. This is because that
power lines of UL dataset are closer to trees and buildings. The scale of the highest accuracy could
also be related to the width of power line corridor, which is about 5 m in UL dataset and about 7 m in
the LP dataset. For processing time T, N1m took longer than other single-scale ones, mainly because of
the longer time for the classification step. This indicates that at the local scale (N1m) it is more difficult
to separate power lines from other objects.

Table 3. PREC , REC, QUA (in %) and T (in s) for different neighborhood scales and two datasets.

Scale
UL Dataset LP Dataset

PREC REC QUA T PREC REC QUA T

N1m 74.12 41.74 36.23 126 79.17 58.59 50.76 1029
N3m 82.28 68.80 59.92 82 93.59 63.88 61.20 935
N5m 95.19 85.91 82.33 48 96.55 75.85 73.85 921
N7m 95.98 91.11 87.76 44 91.99 89.59 83.11 882
N9m 94.38 91.84 87.08 52 93.06 91.08 85.28 942
N11m 94.65 89.73 85.40 64 95.92 82.52 79.72 886
Nall 97.89 94.73 92.84 131 97.98 96.85 94.95 1220

The multi-scale neighborhood Nall had higher PREC, REC and QUA than the six single scale
neighborhoods because it incorporates more information than any single-scale neighborhood. The cost,
however, is that it took longer to extract features in multi-scale neighborhoods. Even so, we think it is
overall advantageous to use multi-scale neighborhoods because the best single-scale neighborhood
varies from site to site and is unknown a priori. Therefore, we chose multi-scale neighborhood for the
next experiments.
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3.2. Different Neighborhood Types

Table 4 compared the classification results in the four different neighborhood types (SPall , VCall ,
KN, SCall). SPall , VCall and SCall neighborhoods were based on the multi-scale local neighborhood,
while KN was based on optimal nearest k and eigenvalues [26,31].

Table 4. PREC , REC, QUA (in %) and T (in s) for different neighborhood types and two datasets.

Type UL Dataset LP Dataset

PREC REC QUA T PREC REC QUA T

SPall 97.89 94.73 92.84 131 97.98 96.85 94.95 1220
VCall 97.47 96.25 93.89 152 98.19 97.42 95.70 767
KN 86.88 58.85 54.05 116 87.88 79.01 71.31 1513

SCall 97.44 97.83 95.38 18 98.83 98.25 97.12 98

The results in Table 4 showed that the neighborhood type of SCall has the best result in these
experiments. The result of neighborhood SPall is the same as multi-scale neighborhood Nall in
Section 3.1 The PREC, REC and QUA in SPall and VCall are similar while the KN neighborhood
type has lowest values. The k number in KN is iteratively computed for each point, so the processing
time is much higher in LP dataset. For SCall , the computation time is substantially less due to the use
of the power line corridor direction to reduce the power line candidate points.

Exemplary classification results of multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood SCall are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. In these figures, the gray points represent the raw LiDAR point cloud, the blue points
represent the power line candidate points filtered by corridor direction, the green points (marked by
‘*’) represent the true power line points, and the red points (marked by ‘o’) represent the power line
classification result.
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Figure 5. Visualization of the experiment results for power line classification of UL Dataset. (a) is the 
whole area results in XOY plane involving the raw LiDAR point cloud, power line candidate points, 
true power line points and classified power line points; (b) is the local magnification of the blue 
dashed ellipse area in (a) in power line corridor direction; (c) is the whole area results in 3D view; 
(d) is the local magnification of the blue dashed ellipse area in (c). 

Figure 5. Visualization of the experiment results for power line classification of UL Dataset. (a) is the
whole area results in XOY plane involving the raw LiDAR point cloud, power line candidate points,
true power line points and classified power line points; (b) is the local magnification of the blue dashed
ellipse area in (a) in power line corridor direction; (c) is the whole area results in 3D view; (d) is the
local magnification of the blue dashed ellipse area in (c).
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Figure 6. Visualization of the experiment results for power line classification of LP Dataset. (a) is the 
whole area results in XOY plane involving the raw LiDAR point cloud, power line candidate points, 
true power line points and classified power line points; (b) is the local magnification of the blue 
dashed ellipse area in (a) in power line corridor direction; (c) is the whole area results in 3D view; 
(d) is the local magnification of the blue dashed ellipse area in (c). 

Figure 6. Visualization of the experiment results for power line classification of LP Dataset. (a) is the
whole area results in XOY plane involving the raw LiDAR point cloud, power line candidate points,
true power line points and classified power line points; (b) is the local magnification of the blue dashed
ellipse area in (a) in power line corridor direction; (c) is the whole area results in 3D view; (d) is the
local magnification of the blue dashed ellipse area in (c).
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4. Discussion

The novelty of this study is to use multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood and to introduce
power line corridor direction to characterize the spatial structure of power lines for classification.
Different from previous studies [5,13,14,19,26,31,32], which first rasterized LiDAR points and then
used image-based processing technology for power line extraction or extracted features based on
optimal k and eigenvalues, our approach focused on spatial structural characterisation of 3D points
via feature extraction from different scales and types of local neighborhoods and performed point-wise
classification. Our datasets are from an urban area where power lines are in close proximity to
vegetation or building. The point density (3.4 point/m2) of our LiDAR data is relatively low relative to
the ones reported in published research, for which some can reach up to 150 points/m2 [7]. Despite of
these challenges, our method can still achieve high classification accuracy.

4.1. Influence of Power Line Corridor Direction

The power line corridor direction is used in candidate filtering and local neighborhood selection
to decrease the data volume of processing LiDAR points and improve the accuracy of classification
results. Comparing with other studies [5,7,16], the parameters (density, echo number, intensity, etc.)
were not used for power line candidate filtering from raw airborne LiDAR point cloud. The density in
airborne LiDAR data is not as high as vehicle-based mobile LiDAR data [7] and the density of upper
power lines is higher than the lower’s. While in the urban area, the complex environment that power
line points mixed with building or trees makes the height and density of different objects are similar.
So, these filtering methods in [5,16] may be not suitable for power line candidate filtering.

By considering the power line corridor direction, the PREC, REC and QUA of classification results
of slant cylindrical neighborhood SCall were improved by up to 2.8% compared with other commonly
used neighborhoods, such as SPall , VCall , KN [14,26,31,32]. Compared with the neighborhood KN of
optimal size [31], the whole processing time was reduced from 152 s to 18 s in UL dataset and from
1513 s to 98 s in LP dataset.

The power line corridor direction was extracted by Hough transform and RANSAC algorithm,
which requires threshold values of line length, line width, resolution of angle and intercept and so on.
This is an extra burden for a user. However, if the information about power line corridor direction is
available in advance (i.e., via field survey, historical archives), it can be easily incorporated into our
algorithm, even if such information is only approximate.

4.2. Benefit of Power Line Neighborhood Selection

Among the four types of neighborhood (spherical, cylindrical, k nearest and slant cylindrical
neighborhood), we found that the spherical, cylindrical and k nearest neighborhood based on the radius
and optimal eigenvalues did not perform as well as the slant cylindrical neighborhood. This is because
the structural feature sets based on the slant cylindrical neighborhood are from the approximate power
line corridor direction and thus are less affected by other objects such as buildings and trees.

In our experiments, the power lines are ~4 m above the ground with ~2 m spacing and 5–7 m
total width. We found that the better radius of single-scale neighborhoods is 7 m and 9 m in UL dataset
and LP dataset, respectively.

These optimal scales approximate the horizontal or vertical span of the power lines.
Multi-scale neighborhoods performed better because of the spatial heterogeneity of the environment.
The multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood is based on the multiple radii and power line corridor
direction. This type of neighborhood is tailored to power line characteristics and thus had the
best performance.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a novel methodology for classifying power line from airborne laser
scanning data. The method consists of power line candidate filtering, local neighborhood selection,
geospatial structural feature extraction, and SVM classification. We extracted the power line corridor
direction by Hough transform and RANSAC algorithm. The corridor direction was used to construct a
multi-scale cylindrical neighborhood for power line classification. We evaluated this method for seven
neighborhood scales and four neighborhood types over complex urban areas. We found that feature
extraction based on the multi-scale slant cylindrical neighborhood led to improved classification results
in comparison to single-scale neighborhood and other neighborhood types. In future work, we plan
to test the methodology for different types of points cloud data (e.g., mobile laser scanning data) or
to use the classification results for 3D reconstruction of power lines in complex urban environments.
Although the accuracy of power line classification is high for our dataset and study area, we need
more research in the future to test the generality of our method over different sites using airborne
LiDAR data collected by different settings.
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